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Awards approval
imminent?
I

by Robert J. Kosinski
delayed controversy on the
A questionaire on awards, to awards issue. Members of
be drawn up by Student Fees three boards of control asked
and Allocations Committee several weeks ago for a review
Chairman John Welt and of the ·present student fees
member Jim Wilhelm, will be policy adopted on April 7, 1975
distributed to the five Boards which reads, "No awards or
of Control (Athletics , Fine prizes will be funded· through
Arts , Media, CCAB and student fees ."
The committee agreed to
Independent Clubs) to aid t he
Committee and the Student resume discussion on the
Senate in deciding a possible subject after a survey of the
ammendment of the current clubs was conducted to find
out their desire for a policy
student fees awards policy.
The decision was made by the change on the subject.
Unfortunately, due mostly
SF AC at their meeting on
Tuesday, March 30.
to lapses on the part of
The questionaire would in- everyone involved, the survey
clude asking the boards if they
was never conducted and it
intend to give awards· and the was decided that, to prevent
number, what type of awards further delay, the survey
would be desired and the price · should be abolished and disof the individual awards cussion reopened.
desired.
Wilhelm and Robert Falk,
another committee member,
The March 30 discussion was
a continuation of a much
[cont'd on page 3)

CB f oruni presents
varied views
Would collective bargaining
increase "substantially the a·mount of m9ney available for
salaries at Nort_heastern Illi- ,
nois University? ~ is one of .
the questions to be discussed
at -this milestone ·. Unive~sity
forum on Fdday, Aprilt 9,
1:30-4:00.p.m. in Alumni Hg}l,
Com~uter Center.
On November 20, 1975, the
Board of Governors voted to
conduct a referendum to
determine whether or not a
majority of the full-time
academic employees favor collective bargaining. Assuming
't hat a majority vote this way,
another referendum will be
helfi to determine the appropriate :bargaining agent.
University President James
Mullen stated; "Sirice ·these
are critical decisions, l.believe
it is important · that · all
academic employees ·.who . are
eligible to vote should become,
as informed as possible."
In conjunction with the-

Board of ·Governors E,xecutive
Officer, Dr. Donald E . Walters, The Council of Presidents
and Council of Facu,lti~s 'have ·
agreed to establish aJ\'.;:cipportunity on each of the ·five
B.O.G. campuses to discuss
the pros and cons of each -.i!,Sue
prior to such a referendum: .
A representative from each
of the following university
organizations is being· invited
to make a five~to-eight minute
presentation of their · views on
collective bargaining' · at .. the
forum: Faculty ,Senate, ·Local
campus AAUJ> Chapter:_ AFT
on campus, elected ·•cair!.pus
representatives to Col1Qcil of
Faculties, President of Student
Senate.
In addition to these campus
speakers, the nationally known
scholar in the field of collective
bargaining, Dr. G~rge Angell
has been asked to speak ori
collective bargaining. Dr. Angell is the Executive Director
(cont'd on page 3)

Numerous r1:quests and constant approvals have taken its _toll on supplemental funds from the
Student Fees and Allocations Committee. No extra funds will be available for any clubs at least
until May.
·

'No funds 'til May,' says SFAC
by Robert J. Kosinski
If your campus club or
organization 'is in need of a
new typewriter or if you are
planning a trip to a convention
in California and you don't
have the funds on hand, you
will have to wait at least until
May before you can request
financial assistance from the
Student Fees and Allocations
Committee.
SFAC Chairman John Welt ·
has been informed that the
Committee is $17,000 "in the
red" for the current accounting
period. (The fiscal year is
divided into three accounting
periods in which limits on
expenclitures are set and must
be adhered to.)
Welt says that he must
check with the ~usiness Office
before he will know exactly
what the situation regarding
supplemental allocations from
the Committee to clubs will be
in May.
The Studet;lt Fees and
Allocations Committee" is the
body under the Student Senate
which is responsible for the
approval of budget · request
prior to the fiscal year and for
the approv~l of expenditures
involving matters over and
above those indicated in the
original line itemed budgets
during the year.
However, mostly due to the
large budget cuts of fiscal

75/76, the Committee has been
besieged by supplemental requests from numerous clubs
~nd the SF AC has approved
most of them, basically, because legitimate reasons were
not found to prevent such
approval.
The funds have now run out

and the Committee will concern itself only with transfers
within a club's budget and
between clubs and/or the
Boards of Control.
For further information contact John Welt, chairman/
SF AC in room E-222 or at
extension 457.
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letters
TO: THE EDITOR OF
for the most part, an assPRINT, THE PRINT STAFF kissing, tightly knit group .of
AND ALL CONCERNED . people who· only bestow · the
UNI STUDENTS:
· roles offered . during auditions
Last week's political camto their past performers, rarely
paigning for the three seats to -allowing any of the other many
be filled on the Presiden_tial talented Speech and PerformSelection Cornmitee was quite
ing Arts Majors a chance for
interesting, especially by the performance. I am not 'being
Latin faction of three students · spiteful. merely factual. · who were trying to gain votes
I will not sign my name to
by calling their group The this letter, if it does reach final
Coalition for a Democratic publication, ~use J have to
University.
_live with these people for the
These people of the Goalition remainder of my academic life
are allegedly hoping to gain here. · Let them walk around
entrance to this student .repre- trying to pin-point this author.
sentative board for the main It will be difficult, as there are
· purpose of · establishing a others who share my feelings. ·
stronger voice in the selection.. .· Signed,
. of the university's· next presiBreak your neck
dent. Their argument. along
this line is strong and
supposedly dedicated.
They proposed their objectives as will benefit the
students with fair representation in a mimeographed hand
out which carries their "position statement." But when we
reach the end of the statement,
we are met in print with three
their positions by outstanding
demands that this group will
by Robert J. Kosinski
majorities over other candipropose and . fight for before
The business at hand is the
dates. They ran on the premise
they once again remind us of selection of a University
that they would fight for
the original objective to aid in President and the subject 9f
better representation on the
selecting a competent presi- the day is the Search and
committee, that is, for women
dent. The irony of this is that Screen Committee, carefully
and black representation (that
the entire "position state- outlined and orchestrated by
would appear -to be up to the
ment" is based on the sole goal the Board of Governors.
constituency, for instance, if
of gaining voice towards
Three seemingly sincere and
the Coalition wished to include
selection of a president.
certainly ambitious students
a black candidate among their
The wording of the position calling themselves the Coaliranks, they had every right to
statement· is a prime example tion for a Democratic Universido so, but didn't); for
of the issue that college ty have been called upon by
students have terribly low their constituency to represent · representation from the " workgrammati ~al intelligence, the 10,000-plus students of ing class sector" (the BOG
allowed one civil service emwhich preceeds poor reading this university to serve on the
ployee on the committee which
ability. If one will take not of committee which will try to
is
exactly the same number of
the fifth and final paragraph of find a replacement for "Jim"
vice-presidents or · college
the position statement, they Mullen who had finally decided
deans allowed) and to work
will gain an insight to the to toss in the towel after
with faculty members to gain
basic level of this group's nearly two years of service.
full
search and screening
sincerity. It reads, "We are
As a preface to the exciting
running three candidates sim- Sel!,rch and Screen action· power from the BOG (a
legitimate proposal but see
ply to occupy three seats. . . " which is imminent this spring
item #2).
I have not quoted the entire and summ!3r it ·might be
The Coalition also says
line because it was · obviously beneficial to provide an overthey want a president who is
(?) an error on the composers view of interesting point·s
amiable toward better child
part, but· still lends a·n which will effect every student
care, women's services, minoriindication of the lack or' ability _at Northeastern:
ty studies and community
being · reportedly emphasized
l.] The Stude~ts
by this group~
Martha Flores, Dennis Chu- programs and one who is
I hope that by the time this doba and Luis Gutierrez won effective in dealing with uniis published, the voting body
of UNI has carefully considered the situation.
I have seen the results of
voting ·before finally submit•
ting this, and all I can say is
that apathy . may one day · ;
destroy this university. Voter
tum-out was a joke.
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
Signed by a concerned
UNI student
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
P.S. The "Dove" makes me ill
with the inane rubbish that the
UNCLANED SCHOLARSHIPS
PRINT is allowed to be
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
published. There are. better
0 , I am enclo~ing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage an.d hand fi r:, ,
writers in this school, and I
dare say that they are equally
sick.

.-,.Sc:: I'll.I 111.

0

Commentary

The UNI Search & Screen primer

s334'soo~ooo

UnelaiJUed
Seholarships

TO ROBERT KOSINSKI:
Your · article last week in
your experienc~ with the ·
Theatre Department of UNI
leh me with' one · response:
. Bravo! Encore!!
The Theatre Department is,

--------~-------~-------~

I PLEASE RUSH -YOUR CURRENT LIST Of
OLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
1 UNCLAIMED Sl;H_
1:I1 Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'

1
I
.J
_I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State
(CalifQmia residents please add 6% sales tax.l

z·,p __

versity cutbacks and won't
interfere in student affairs (all
good points but see item #3).
2.] The Committee
The legitimacy of the Search
and Screen Co~tt.ee is in
question. The final decision on
who will be the next president
of UNI will be made by · the
BOG, a situation that NO
segment of the university
should accept. The BOG is
wrong. The process should· be
changed. But what can be
done about it? The BOG seems
satisfied with their decision
and they are the "supreme
being" in our university life.

Can a powerless committee
assume any power? Will .the
BOG bend under strenuous
protest? Thfc! students feel they
can work with faculty to
rectify the situation. We wish
them luck.
3.) The New President
If UNI is noteworthy for

anything, it is its' numerous
programs. All of the points
mentioned by the coalition are
important, but it would be nice
if they considered a president
who was finally interested in
raising the academic standards
of the university rather than
building buildings.

,
PRINT Deadline is 12 P.M.
·
on Tuesdays
All copy must be submitted by that time

if It Is to appear In that Friday's issue.
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The Print is t he campus newspaper for
Northeastern Illinois University. Published weekly,
this paper is paid for by studenl fees and is largely
the work of Northeastern St udents . Material .
published herein is not to be confused with views
expressed by the University administration. Print is
located in _E-214,. phone 583-4050, ext. 459.
Editor-in-Chief: Robert J. Kosinski
Managing Editor: Robert L. Trahan Jr.
Associate Editor: Carol Jean Zalatoris ·
Photo Editor:-Paul J. Manda
Sports Editor: John Stepal
Business Manager: Rita Harmata
Staff: Al Albert, Gary Andersen, Laiirence Brittan,
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Charles J. Freiman. Terry Frey, Stuart Murray. ·
Sam Parks, Mary Petersen, ·Ron Stein, · Will Allen,
Ray Capinski, James Payette, Ann F . Holda
Photographers: Steve Flamich, Dolora Jung, Robert
Trahan, Nancy Wiison
~ -Cartoonists: Tom Hamill. Mark Schultz, Jack Welt

Peer advisors needed
to · aid new students
Applications are now being
accepted for students interested in serving as peer advisors
during this summer's Freshman Orientation. On each of
ten consecutive days during
the month of July, about 100
freshmen will visit the University Counseling Center staff
seeking help of concerned.;
capable, and committed students ·in assisting them with
the leadership of a small group
session with t he freshman
students.
Peer Advisors will be expected to attend each day of
Orientation from 8:45 a.m. to
12:00 noon. There will also be
three, two hour preparation
•sessions held a few weeks
previous to the Orientation.
One, two hour wrap-up session ·
will be held at the close of the
Orientation. The goal is 1to
make the freshman 's first
experience at Northeastern
worthwhile and enjoyable.
Students who would like to
be part of this opportunity are
encouraged to complete ari
application. Applications and
information are available from
David Helfand , University
Counseling Center, B-115, extension 364, during the following times:
·
Wednesdays, 9:00 a.m. 12:00 noon; Fridays, 9:00 a.m.
- 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
The Orientation Committee
will .review all applications •
submitted before April 23 .
Approximately 15 peer advisors will be chosen and notified
by May 26. Students serving

Budget -approvals
•

continue
By Robert J . Kosinski
Approval of the Athletic
Board -budget requests by the
Student Fees and Allocations
Committee met with no protests as may have been
expected with the Golf Too,m
and the Board's own budget
yet to be approved.
Last year , as may be
recalled, the Board appealed
the imposition of several new
policies by the SF AC regarding such things as awards and
per diem expenses to University President James Mullen
causing a virtual battle between the Student Senate and
the administration as to who
holds the authority over
student fees . .
Generally, this year's cuts
by the SF AC centered around
travel expens es that t eams
requested for destinations in
the Chicagoland area.
The next Board to be
discussed by the SF AC will be
the Independent Clubs Board
which may bring certain
complicatio}Js before a final
decision is made. ·
Some clubs, such as the
U.nion for Puerto Rican Stu-

Awards
,a pproval
(cont'd from page 1)
pushed most heavily for the
policy change because they felt
that a " double standard" was ·
being set when boards were
being prohibited from giving
awards out of student fees
while members of the senate
and of some clubs were being
paid for their personal services.
Wilhelm said that he did not
see a difference because both·
cases involved the personal
gratification of individuals and
added that such payments
must also be in violation of
student fees policy. He recommended the suspension of such
payments until a policy was
defined.
Senate Treasurer / SF AC
member Tom Lasser disagreed
saying that such a suspension
was a negative action which
would elicit a negative response.

(PIE ) course and will receive
two elective credit hours for
their experien~e.

as peer advisors will be
enrolfed in a Program for
I nterdisciplinary Ed_ucation

He added that the abolition
of personal services would
greatly cripple many organizations which require the use of
salaries for operators of some
eve_n ts, particularly Athletics.
He also pointed out that the
personal services., for many
acted as a stipend for expenses
incurred while spending time
in school over and above class
time.
..
Falk suggested that a
uniform type of award, possibly the school letter with the
club insignia on it, be proposed
for all activities.
This precipitated the questionaire with the stipulation
that no one receiving personal
services would be eligible for
an award.
Results should be ready by
April 13 to initiate the possible
policy change which would
probably take effect on·July 1,
1977.

dents and the Chicago Student
Union neglected t o submit
their budgets in time and they
were not included in the
Board's budgeting process.
Discussion on the matters
may take place on Tuesday.

,,//"

Speaker involves her audience in a discussion on protection
against rape at the Rape Crisis seminar presented by the Alumni
Association and CCAB on March 25 in the new Student Union
Building. [Photo by Dolora Jung]

Fight continues on SB I
her , has taken a position Information provided by the
by Ron Stein
Thes~ a·re complex times we against the passage of Sl and CCJCC ie avajlable for your
live in and it is sometimes hopefully student inpµt oh this inspection in E205S , the
Student Government office.
difficult to keep abreast of all matter will be substantial. I
Feel free to stop by and review·
encourag~
all
students
who
feel
the developments that are
the information on hand. I
threatened
by
this
creation
of
taking place. For this reason I
am attempting to keep ~ of , the Nixon administration to would also be happy to
you informed on the status of write their senators and state · discuss, with interested students, the possibili.ty 9f havjng :.
SI, the federal criminal code their objections to the bill. I
a speaker from · the · Citizens
under consideration in · Con- also encour,a ge those of you
gress, and the progress certain .who do not feel threatened by Committee fqr a Just ,Crimimu.· . ,
Code speak at Northeastern:
organizations against it are this . package of restraints on
Remember, Sl is a proposed
your freedoms to seek out
making.
criminal code that would affect
Recently, th;e Citizens Com- more information on the bill.
everyone. There are . alternaThe CCJCC in its effort to
mittee for a Just Criminal
tives, but a concerted effort
combat
Sl
has
created
an
Code was created with the·
must be made in order for our
excellent
resource
center
on
purpose of " securing the
legislators in Washington to
passage of a federal criminal the subject and is now
be aware of our feelings on this
code which is consistent with providing speakers who will
bill. Many people are working,
travel
to
campuses
in
order
to
the open and free spirit upon
in an effort to keep you
which American freedoms are make more people aware of the
based, the Constitution and contest of SI and its legislat - informed on S i , please take
the time to get involved.
ive status in . the Senate.
Bill of Rights. "
In their statement of 'purpose the CCJCC endorses the
concept of codification of our
federal laws, but at the same
time, wants to ensure that ou;
basic rights are not trampled
on by a more powerful and
authoritarian federal govern•
ment. It is this concern for our
basic rights that motivate th~
people involved with the [cont'd from page 1)
CCJCC to work as hard a; of the Academic Collective
impact of collective bargaining
they do against SL The · Bargaining Information Seron the merit principle?
attempt at codification that SI vice, an agency designed to
5) What effect would collecrepresents tilts the scales of serve information needs of
tive bargaining have in the
criminal law toward an expan- both administration and emrecruitment of outstanding
faculty throughout the couilsion of the federal. govern- ployee organizations within
ment's power at the expense of higher education.
try?
our constitutional rights. Sl is
Among the additional ques6) To what extent will
a common enemy of all tions to be discussed are:
collective bargaining result in
concerned citizens and stu1) What impact on existing
predominantly adversary reladents who are willing to spend faculty governance structures
tionship between faculty and
a few minutes of their time can would collective bargaining
the administration?
have an impact on its future. have?
7) To what degree does
Richard Criley of the CCJCC
2) What effect would colleccollective bargaining impinge
stated that the work of the tive bargaining have on the
upon the excellence of teaching
committee has had an impact role ·of the Council of Facul- , and the faculty-student relaon the Senate committee ties?
tionship?
concerned with Sl and that
8) To what degree does
3) How effective would colfurther pressure and concern lective bargaining be in a state collective bargaining lead to
expressed by citizens will such as Illinois where there is
regimentation of faculty and
reinforce that impact.
the loss of individual relationno enacted legislation and
The Association of Illinois where the governing board has
ships between faculty memStudent Governments , of no taxing .power?
bers- and students?
which Northeastern is a mem4) What would be the

Collective
Bargaining
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THE STUDENT SENATE OF NORTHEASTERN meets
every second and fourth l\fonday of the month. All students are
invited to attend. The next meeting will he on Monday, April 5,
1976 at 7:00 pm in CC 217. BLOOD DONOR'S I.D. CARDS are here at last! They show
your blood type and R.H. Those who donated blood February 9 &
10, can pick up their cards in Health Service. We would like to
mail them as before, but new postage allowance forbids it.
-THE PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT is planning a workshop
in May or June for persons in tlie UNI community interested in
"Psychodrama for everyday living," led by a well-known certified
psychodramatist. Group size will be limited to about thirty. If
you would be interested in such a workshop, please call Rebecca
Moskowitz, Psychology Department, Extension 671 for further
details.
ALL PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS : There will be an important
majors' meeting on Tuesday, April 6 at 1:00 P .M. in room S-102.
Be . a part of your department! Come and give us input on
improving it and making it more beneficial to you!
SOLO EN MIS PENAMIENTOS rehearsals are already
underway. The play will be presented at Northeastern on April 8,
1976 at 1 :00 pm in the auditorium.
·
THE HAWAII PROGRAM, a special program has been
arr1;tnged for students at Northeastern. The schedule is to leave
Chicago on June 29 and retur n from Honolulu on July 6 by
American Airlines. The total cost is $329.00 which 'includes a 7
night stay at the Edgewater Hotel near the beach, airfares,
transfers, sightseeing, inflight meals, and a continental breakfast,
LEI greeting and-escort. Those interested please contact Dr. H.
Kiang in S-344B Ext. 786 or Mr. Tom Lazar, Nortown Travel
Service, 2617 W. Devon, Chgo. 60645 (RO4-6264). Depost of
$100.00 and total payment. within 35 days are needed before
departure.
. GET YOUR CAN IN GEAR, is the theme of the can food drive
that is being held here at UNI, April 5-6-7. Donations will benefit
the Common Pantry, 850 W. Dickens which gives food to those
p(iople•fh'iit~h~ve art emergency food pr~b!em. Please bring a can
of-fo~ ,the -needjs great. You can deposit the food at the village
square and opposite the north dining hall.
THE PETITION AGAINST SMOKING IN THE CLASSROOM has grown to over 800 signatures. We know more student
and faculty want to cont rol smoking in classrooms, so drop down
to Health Services and sign the growing petition.
THE ANNUAL CANCER SOCIETY BIKE-A-THON will be
May 16th. Pick up sponsor sheets and bike routes in Health
Services. Do something healthy! Ride to stamp out cancer!!
There are four route_s to choose from. Prizes for best contributions
from riders!
COPIES d F ARS POETICA 1127 are now avail~ble to
Northeastern student s. 'fhe magazine contains both poems and
short stories, and can be picked up at the Creative Writing
Center, 3307 W. Bryn Mawr, Chicago 60659 or from the
Apocalypse office at its new location above t he south dining hall,
across from E220. Ask and thou shalt be given !
UNI OPERA WORKSHOP presents two ·one-act operas, "Dido
and Aeneas" and " The Devil and Daniel Webster," Wechtesday
and Thursday evenings, April 7 and 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the
• auditorium. Admission is free to UNI students with valid ID;
$2.00 general admission.
THE VETERANS CLUB is sponsoring a bake sale -on
Thursday, April 8 from 9:00-3 :00 in the Village Square. Proceeds
will be donated to support the National Association of Concerned
Veterans, Washington, D.C.
Lent is a time to give of oneself so that others might become
more themselves. You give of yourself to grow, t9 become more in
touch with yourself and those around you. You give so that
others may grow. This giving marks us as Christians.
Giving of yourself takes time and commitment. Time is
difficult to give, but is time that you give that helps others grow.
Time you give is how you live Lent. If you do have some time
and would like to help the aged, teens, mentally handicapped, or
volunteer in emergency centers, child care centers, tutoring
programs, don't waste time. Please give your time and make your
Lent more meaningful.
Please contact:
Rev. John Price ,
Tom Howe, Director
Newman Student Center
Volunteer Recruitment Program
5450 North Kimball
826 South Morgan Street
Chicago 60626
Chi~go, 60607

Walter Murray Chiesa, Office of .Puerto Rican Cultural Development, second from the right,
gave a slide-lecture on Puerto Rican art, Friday, March 26, at -Northeastern Illinois University
where he was greeted by President James Mullen and members of the Spanish-speaking
faculty. Shown, left to right, are Jose.Aceveda, Director of the Educational Resource Center,
El Centro; Diego Rangel, Coordinator of the Billingual/ Bicultur~ Program, University
President James Mullen, Marian Cruz of Mayor Daley's office who accompanied Chiesa,
Walter Murray Chiesa, an dAngelina Pedroso, foreign language professor, recently appointed
by Governor Daniel Walker to the Illinois Human Relations Commission. [Photo: UNI News
Bureau]
·
.. . 1.u·~ft, Dinner & Late s-111
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Mass wildlife kills

D >lilts• Chicken• Steaks T

· ~~~

ordered by ADFG
by Bill Angarola
For the past two years,
population down to 3,500 from
Alaskan residents and conser- 12,000 of the early 1960's. But
vation organizations have
instead of closing the season
stopped Alaska's Department
on moose, as recommended by
of Fish and Ga.me proposal to
his Fairbanks staff, ADFG
kill most · of the wolves in
Commissioner Brooks is workCentral Alaska.
ing to override the court order
The three game units · inthat calls for a temporary
volved cover approximately
halt to the wolf hunt . If the
_10,000 square miles of roadless
ADFG succeeds, both private
Alaskan backcountry. The
hunters and ADFG Jlmployees
Alaskan Department of Fish
will hunt wolves fro m ·airand Game (ADFG ) plans to
planes, flushing them out into
kill ' 80 per cent of the
the open and indiscriminately
population ranging between
shotgunning them to death.
136 and ~72 in two of the units
Some will be killed instantly,
and all of the wolves in the
many others will be mortally
third unit as an "experiment."
wounded and escape only to
This order came without any die lingering and agonizing
summary of data or concept of deaths.
the ecological impact of removNearly all the land involved
ing an entire species from the
is federal, belonging to every
environment. The justification
American citizen. It is your
for this action is the fact that
right to make your opinion
the moose population is at a
known on the handling of
critical low. But the reason for
public land. Letters of protest
the low can not be attributed
will bring your concern to the
to wolf predation.
attention of those who control
On I~le Royale National
the destiny of our wildlife
Park where no human hunting h8f'itage. Special interest
is allowed, the moose populagroups favoring the wildlife
tion has almost doubled in
slaughter have already applied
recent years, despite predation
a great deal of pressure.
from a healthy wolf popula- Without your effort-s, this
tion.
ecologically harmful and cruel
The real cause is that the assault on the wolves will take
ADFG has permitted human place.
huqting to triple in the last , WR!TE: President Gerald
five years. This, coupled with
Ford, The White House, 1600
severe winters from 1970 to
Pennsylvania Avenue, Wash1974 has sent the moose ington, D.C.
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facilities;
10.) the V.A. has been ing communications between
· 3.) crackdown methods be- granted the _authority by national organization members
ing enforced by the V.A . . Congress to determine whether and promoting and uplifting
regarding standards of pro- or not veterans with other the image of NACV and the
gress and attendance records;
than honorable discharges are Vietnam era veteran with the
4.) the severe employment entitled to V .A. ben_efits. media.
problems plaguing the veter- Veterans are uniting to upNEXT WEEK: THE V.A.
ans between ages 20-24 and grade und.esirable discharge HOSPITAL SYSTEM: AN
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
earn and maintain the high
minority veterans between the SPN numbers.
UNFORTUNATE INCIDENT
The number and the comrespect of the natiqnal deleages of 20-34;
These were only a few of the PROVES TIMELY.
plexity of issues facing the gates as well as the NACV
5.) lt.3gislation introduced to external issues discussed and
National Association of Con< Executive Board.
extend the Veterans Cost of resolved by the NACV delecerned Veterans (NACV) and ·
Each convention delegate
Instruction Program;
gates. Equally, there were as
the estimated 700 delegates
who attended the convention
6.) public law prohibiting many internal matters discuswho participated in the organileft the exhausting week of _ the judicial review of appeals sed including NACV memberzation's Ninth Annual NACV
discussion, debate, panel - and
to the Veterans Administra- ship fees, possible congressionConvention, March 22-28, indicommittee discussions, learntion. · Many veterans believe al charter for the organizacated the challenge and exciteing and report-writing with a
this prohibition to be unconsti- tion's resources, membership
ment that presided throughout
sense of personal accomplishtutional;
·
status, and methods of furtherthe week.
ment and a _pride having
7. ) reports reveal that some _;:;=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::
Northeastern Illinois Veteraccomplished the goals that
institutions paid up to $4.00 ::::
::;:
.

.

~~cts:;~:t:;~~ :~: ~:~;:~
United States Region, sent
five delegates to the conven- ·
tion in Denver, Colorado to
represent Northeastern Illinois
University. Northeastern was
one of the four largest
representative organizations
present at' the convention with
five voting delegates on the
floor and 28 proxies from~
members unable to make the
· trip. The ~ive delegates attending the convention, David
Scott, Mike Newman, Deana
Jackson, 1tiz Campe,_and Carol
Jean Zalatoris, sat in, worked,
and chaired a majority of the·
committees and panel discus-

sions. The delegates worked to

:!~

1!~~\:U::r~~:e:::~m~:
security and growth and
development of millions of
Vietnam era veterans and
war-time dependents.
Many of the issues tliat
surfaced and merited formal
resolution included;
1.) the 10 .year delimiting
date on the use of G.I. Bill of
education which will soon
block hundreds of thousands
of veterans from pursuing
their educational programs;
2.) President Gerald Ford's
proposed budget for the next
fiscal year which provides no
funds for construction of new,
modernly· equipped, sufficient-

ly

staffed V.A.

Hospital

ii 'THE ULT IMATE EXP ER IEN CE t

r;;a~::e;~c:S:~~/:f v;::::i~
checks (Northeastern was not::::
one of the institutions blamed /
for this problem; }
8.) employers are discrimi- }
nating the veterans seeking
employment. Current figures f
reveal that 60 per cent of the i)
veterans in the U.S. are }
unemployed or unemployable. :;::
Veterans are requesting place- \
ment assistance or joo training f
opportunities designed to en- ::::
hance their employment pros- ' {
pects;
·
9.) the V .A. has promulgat- ::::
ed regulations denying certain /
veterans eligibility for the {
nine-month: extension on the ::::
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PIE tour studies
European life
_j

Sell your car, move back in
with the folks, and save those
nickles and dimes! The plane
takes off for . Paris approximately one year from now.
Work is under way on an
interdisciplinary program of
study and travel that will
culminate in a one month tour
of England, France and Spa~.
Beginning with the Winter,
1977, Trimester P.I.E. (Program for Interdisciplinary Ed- .
ucation) will be offering courses in European studies. One
will have input from departmen ts such as Sociology,
Political Science, Education,
and History and will offer a
social science emphasis. Students wishing to prepare for
the tour by studying problems
of European government, edu~
cation, urban culture, industrialization , and history will
probably want .to register for
this course. The other component wjll be a course with input
from the departments of English,
Theatre,
Art, and Speech
Foreignand
Languages
and will offer a humanities
emphasis for students wishing
to prepare by studying literature, film, art, architecture,
and t heatre.
Of course students may
take both courses if they wish,
and credit for these courses
will be given regardless of
whether or not they participate
in the travel portion of the
program .. These Winter Trimester courses will serve as
pre-requisites for students
wishing to gain credit for the
one-month travel sections to
be offered May-June, 1977. For
the month of May we will
travel to the places we have
been studying: Dickens' Lon- don, Chartre, Versaille, revolutionary Paris, the Tate Galle. ry, the Louvre, Stratford-onA von to see Shakespeare

WHY DID LAURA
CHING POSE NUDE?
She Talks About It
in womenSports

performed, Stonehenge, and so
on and on for one month in
Europe.
If you wish credit for the
one month tour you must take
one of the winter pre-requisite
courses or receive the consent
of the instructor. But anyone
who wishes to come along not
for credit may do so. So tell
other faculty,
students,
friends, spouses, roommates
and/or lovers that if they're
interested in receiving more
information about and possib- _
ly registerin~ for the program
that t.h ey should see either the
secretary for P.I.E. (C-524) or
the English Department secretary (2-011).

Sing so1ne praises for UNI opera

by C.A. Bassett
Can a queen from Carthage
find true love and happiness
with a sailor from Troy? Will a
smooth talking New England
lawyer successfully free his
client from an ironclad con•
tract with the Devil? What
North Park Barber Shop
should you say'to an uninvited
guest who shows up at your
3316 W. Foster Avenue
wedding reception with his
Phone; 539-2861
singing moth? Is it illegal for a
naked
midget to impersonate a
Hairstyling by appointGreek god?
ment if desired. Hair- ·
For the answer to these and
styling by Randall Paker
other musical questions, don't
watch " Mary Hartman, Mary
•--::~,......-.,,.-:,...,;..,...-.,,..--.:--...,,-...,-,...._-.r--.:--.;....,-~--,;-...,..
Y)(-,r.ir-x-x-x-i..ax-,O("x,c;"X"],a-1\1',u(
.,,..

·*

~--...

Diamond prices
#
..---------• • •#

r

~

HOW TO MAKE IT
IN MONTREAL
· All You Need to Know to
SuNive at the Olympicswith A Clip and Save
Language Guide
from womenSports

All This and More in
the April issue of

womeSi,orts

Benefit Premiere April 1
For T ickets Call

943-8383·

--

lfutitvfairl)iamonds
55. E. Washi ngton St. , Chicago, Illinois 60602

Nam~- - - - - - - -- - - - -Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

__
_
, ___, ,..,_,~
City_ _ _ _ _ State_ _~ip Code _

_

School _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
.

.

From the smash

Broadway play,
THE RIVER NIGER ..
the story of an
American~
that couldn't

cut to the bone.

.be clammed ...
and wouldn't
bebroken.

Peek Behind the Iron
Curtain with womenSports

Improve Your Grip
with womenSports

Magno as "The Devil and
Daniel Webster." These operas
(sans soap) are produced and
directed by Ron Combs;
musical direction by Jim
Lucas; "Dido" dances cho:-eographed by Marge Robley;
sets designed by Kevin Peterson. ·
Admission is free to UNI
students with valid ID; $2
general admission. And don't
worry: you'll still get home in
time to see Mary.

JIIBEIRL
CIBYfflllN

WHAT IS OLGA
KORBUT REALLY LIKE?
PLAY A BETTER
GAME OF GOLF

Hartman." Instead, come to
the UNI Opera Workshop,
Opera Workshop productions
of Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas" and Moore's "The Devil
and Daniel Webster." Both
will be performed each evening, Wednesday and Thursday, April 7 and 8, beginning
at 7:30 p.m. in the UNI
Auditorium.
In the title roles are Jan
Fayhee and Mike Hansen as
"Dido and Aeneas," and
Marty Bussert and . Alex

Since 1921, Vanity Fair has been famous for lo
rices on diamonds.
How come? Easy. We import our own diamonds
esign.and manufacture our own settings.fa ~therwords
e do it all. And we eliminate middle man markups. W
ass the savings_ on to you.
Need more proof? Use the coupon to get our fre
976 full-color catalog. It's 96 pages of beautiful savings.

A,Smey Beckerman-Ike Jooes Proouction
..,..,,. GLYNN TURMAN • JONELLE ALLEN
ROOER E. MOSLEY _,.JOSEPH A: WALKER ·
- ............ ..., ...-,.JOSEPH A. WALKER ·
_.,,.. _ _ ,.,.._,_,,_. "'....,." SIDNEY BECKERMAN an<flKE JONES
_,.,.KRISHNA SHAH • E,.. IRVING LERNER COLOR- • crua1~1s0i'!PC11Rs REUASE
Musi: 'Mitten aoo Pert<Jmed by

lJmib'.fmr

~

55 East Washington
the magazine for
Chicago, IL 60602
winning women
at all newsstands now. ·*_Q_Q OOOOQ.Q OOOOOQID.Q9 0000000000000000Q.Q

WAR •_,,JERRY GOLDSTEIN

~

{)11JNIMU01 PIC!tleSa.nJlad<Ab.m. Afa<~ f'lalx:lm<Jl lNOOAltosts-nl I -

Showing Exclu~ively at

Starting APRIL 2

FRIDAY
Continuous Performances

*

~
T

CHICAGO
A PLITT THEATRE
STATE NR RANDOLPH

- Special Group Accommodations Call RA 6-5300, E.1tt. 227

PRINT
.

,

Disco Dance
Photos by Robert L. Trahan Jr.

CCAB
ticket info
One of the objectives of the
CCAB Box Office is to
promote the sale and distribution of Plitt tickets and other
City tickets. We hope to have

OPEN FOR LUNCH

IDDDEN
COVE
·OPEN AT 11 a.m•. DAILY

some interesting opportunities
... - • - - - • ·• •-~- COUPON •--•---• - •-.
1
for you in April:
·
· · ·
· ·
·. I
* Plitt tickets will be on sale :
I f11cMr ........ ..._...
:,
again during Box Office hours
a
·,m,_Jflhlin ...
-1 ·
(Tues. , Wed., Thurs., from . 1t
-•-IIIIJ'Wdlna_.. •
1
1
noon-4:00 pm.)
* Group rate tickets .will be · •
. ..
I
L,_,._,....,
- - - - ----~
........... ,.,
available for the. following
lletliNMt......
iallllNllt.
_ -------- ---·
events:
1. Chicago BuUs vis New
Tw...A'llln.,:hrrntWre■ lln,!I
York Knicks, Friday 4/2
a Driat..
2. RASIN . at the Shubert, . ·
Friday 4/16
3. TEMPTATIONS at Mill
Run, Friday 4/23
Call EXT. 8355 for more
information, or stop by . the
Box Office (next to the BOOK
NOOK) to sign up for the
Group Rate Tickets... NOW.

na _

wltll........ .

le:»,-.·

LOUNGE-..PUB
5338 N. Lincoln
784-9638
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A few words for
Spring bicyclers
It was. bound to happen. For
awhile, as ten-speed sales
soared and_every city council
boasted a bike path plan, it
seemed that bikes would be
hailed the saviours of modem
transit: the no-gallons-per-mile
answer to the energy shortage.
Bu t now , · prepare for the
bicycle backlash.
Two harbingers of the
coming backlash surfaced recently. One, a survey by a car
insurance institute, purported
to prove that most carbike accidents were caused by bikers.
With some glee the institute
heralded the fact that 99% of
-the bikers involved · in accidents were injured as opposed
to only 1% of the motorists.
T he other omen arrived
more subtly in an editorial in
the Christian Science Monitor
bewailing the ten-speed fad.
"Ten years ago it was a
souped-up Chevy; now it's a
IO-speed bicycle," grumbled
th e Monitor writer. " Ten
speeds really have little to do
with ecology, physical fitness
or fun, he said, they're just
another damnable way for
these kids to be 'in'."
Both of these clips somehow
fused in my head as I was
almost side-swiped in a bike
lane for what seemed like the
fiftieth time this week. Behind
the standard "Get-off-the-roadexpleti ve" combination, sat
the Sphinx-like automobile
brooding self-assured over the
roads of America, chanting,
"Back to the Chevy, children.
The roads aren't free. 100
bikers get it for one of me."
Predictably, bikes have

'

never been much more than
toys for American industry.
As bike sales doubled in the
pst five · years and European
·models flooded the market,
American bike-makers desper·
ately tried to grab some of the
ten-speed market. So desperately, in fact, that most of
them just slapped a derailleur,
hand brakes and the word
"racer" on their old clunkers
and crossed their fingers. So
you don't have to cross yours
when you buy, here are some
basic tips :
1. Buy at a bike store. -Tenspeeds found at large chain
department stores are poorly
made as well as inexpertly
assembled - usually thrown together by : some stock boy
right after he blew up the
basketballs. If you ever needed
to replace the brake calipers,
overhaul the, headset or just
about anything else, you
couldn't get replacement parts.
Even if you stole next door in
the dead of . night and cannibalized -parts from - the
obnoxious ten-year-old's Sears
racer, you couldn't get them to
fit yours because of imprecise
workmanship. To collect some
strange looks, just go into any
department store and ask to
see their bicycle service departmen~
A good service department
is a touchstone for any good
bike shop. A well-stocked
workshop is a better guarantee
than a salesperson's smile.
Also, don't buy where they
won't let you ride. You can't
buy a bike by brand or

Earn $250 possible from stuffing , 000
evelopes. Work at home: -Own hours.
Many companies need _your service. For
i.ntormation: Rush $2.00 and SeH-adressed stamped envelope to:
Johnson- NEl3, 258 Atwood St.
Pittsburgh, PA, 15213

component list, since all
manufacturers note that compo_nents are subject to change
without notice and component
makers say the same. For this
reason, consumer ratings of
ten-speed models are usually
out-of-date and misleading. So
buy a particular ten-speed only
if you like the way it rides, not
because Consumer Reports
received a good test model of
it.
2. Lugged frames are best.
In the $100-$200 range, which
is where you should stay for
your first bike, look for a
lugged frame; that is, one in
which the steel tubes are
connected by sleeves rather
than just welded together. In
addition, the lugs should be
tapred, not just cut straight
across the tubing like a pipe
joint. Unlogged frames· are
leither heavy and unresponsive
'ror light and seriously weak. If
· you hadn't guessed, most
unlogged frames are made in
the US.
American bike-makers have
weakened their frames further

-

The N_orthe~stem · University
Campus Ministry sponsored a
talk the ' evening of March 31,
with UNI's Mary Ann Schwartz, of the Sociology Department, on " The Single Life a Viable and Chosen Lifestyle." An interested group of
approximately thirty-five attended, which . included members of the UNI community as
well as members of Oakton,
Thornton-Prairie State, Harper, and Circle. (Photo by Paul
J. Manda]

I

by rempving the top -tube to
make a "women 's model. "
· Unless you're planning on
riding i in a dress, women
should buy "men's models" or
one of the Europea~ "unisex"
bikes and adjust the saddle
forwardi to reach the handlebars co~fortably.
3. A'foid overlapping gears.
Unknown· to many, not all
ten-speeq bikes have ten
speeds. The combination of
five rear and two front gears,
or sprockets, can create ten
different speeds (5~2=10) but not always. If bik~makers
don't put together the right
combination of sprockets (and
guess which country most
often doesn't), the overlapping
gears will result in the feeling
that you're shifting but not
doing anything.
·
Unfortunately, even with a
minicalculator it takes awhile
to figure ~ut whether gears
overlap, much too long if a
saiesperson's hovering over
you. But there are some good
gear combinations for touring
and general use · you can ask

for. These include: a rear
sprocket cluster ranging from
14 teeth to 32 teeth with two
front sprockets of 52 and 38 .
teeth or 52 and 40 teeth.
Another good match-is a 14-34
rear cluster with 45- and
52-teeth front· sprockets.
One other thing: for oncearound-the-dorm usage three
speeds will serve you as well as
ten, but a five-speed bike is
usually a bad deal. They cost
only $10 to $20 less th~ a
ten-speed, are no less complex
and don't ride much better
than a three-speed.
Ten-speed freaks or not, for
your brushes with the bicycle
backlash the two best books·
on do-it-yourself repair I've
found are Derailleur Bicycle
Repair (XYZYX Corporation)
and, for more esoteric jobs,
The Complete Book of Bicycl·
ing by Eugene A. Sloane
(Trident Press).

NSSHA

sponsors
speaker
by Julie <;apone
Northeastem's own Mr.
William Stewart teaches
several courses for students
interested in the field of
communicative disorders,
and has had more than
twenty-five .years of experience working as. a Speech
Pathologist. His extensive
~nowledge in his field, and
his deep concern for both
man and nature, enables
him to give his students a
realistic and humanistic
approach to the field.
Mr. Stewart attempts to
provide his students with a
wide and varied range of
information, ideas, etc., in
order to equip them . with
critical intelligent view·
points, and an interest as
genuine as his own.
Mr. Stewart will be a
guest speaker, sponsored by
the National Student,
Speech and Hearing Association, this Tuesday, April 6,
at 1 p.m. in room 3-081. He
will be discussing the
various therapies employed
today by Speech Pathologists. Everyone is welcome.
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VA offers off-campus jobs
to school ·vets
by Ray Gapinski
There are some veterans on
campus, that are in need of
money. They have tried every
office on campus; and still
cannot get some part time
income to fill their needs at
this time. When they ask for
wo_rk study they find out that
it is given out on the basis of
need, and when you get the
G.I. Bill they think that it
takes care of your every want
and desire.
I know that this is not quite
the case. Every Vet gets
assistance, but that does -not
make you a member of the
OPEC cartel. I have heard
people refer to vets as the

steak for lunchbunch, while
I'm trying to stretch my last
jar of peanut butter to the end
of the month.
I can't change all the minds,
and get a new lease on life, but
I can show a Vet how to live
up to that image. The
Veterans Administration has a
program for Vets who need
some work-study income. To
apply you have to go to the
personnel office of a V.A .
hospital, or Office in which you
would like to work. I chose A
DATA PROCESSING CENTER. You fill out the application, and then tell them you
are a vet and wish to work
there on the work-study pro-

gram.
It is about a four or five
week wait, but can get it if you
have some patience. I was
. employed for four months
which is the maximum, and
now I am reapplying to receive
another four. You are allowed
to work three, four month
periods totalling no more than
250 hours du; ing a four month
period at $2.50 p~r hour, . tax
free. They pay the first -100
hours in advance, which gets
you off to a running start.
Though times are not exactly beautiful, there are still
ways to make ends meet if you
try hard enough. This offer is
good to all legitimate veterans,
void where prohibited by law.

.

-~ -

The appearance of singer Megan McDonough at UNI OD
March 25 proved to be ·one of the highlights of, CCAB's
concert series as the large audience appreciatively listen~
to her performance. [Photo by Dolors Jung]

UNIVERSITY U~ER CONSTRUCTION WITH POSSIBLE DESTRUCTl~N- ...: Easy a ~
through large holes ID the fence to the construction site after working hours makes an invitiqg
hazardous playground for children and possible vandals. [Photo by Ann F. Holda]
'

Childbirth selllinar
April 5
The experiences of childbirth, psychological changes in
the mother-to-be, and post ·
partum reactions will be the
issues discussed a t an open
seminar on Monday, April 5
from 6:00 p.m . - 8:00 p.m. in
the Lecture Hall 1-002.
The seminar will include a
film, lecture, discussion, and
guest speaker Margaret Garnper from Midwest Parentcraft
Center.
_Ms. Gamper, R.N. and .

founder of the Midwest Parentcraft Center, is also a noted
speaker and author of Preparas
tion for the Heirminded.
Midwest Parentcraft Center
in Chicago, is a recognized
Childbirth Education Teacher
Training Center.
The seminar is sponsored by
Womens Services Program
and admission is · free to
students, faculty, staff and
administration.

HANDMADE ORIGINALS

Wednesday, April 7
10: a.m. - 4 p.m.

VILLAGE SQUARE

···~·-·······································
•••
•

:

.••

•
-:

••
••
:
••

"THE PASSOVER" . -:•

A film p9rtraying the elements of -d eliverance
for ISRAEL

TUESDAY, APRIL 6

: FOUR SHOWINGS
•:
1:00 pm
•
2:00 pm
: ·
3:00 pm
:
4:00 pm

·•
••
:

••
••

:

Room CC-216
(Commuter Center)
Sponsored by
Beth Sar Shalom

••
:
•:
•
:
:

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
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Health -Services offers

BY The Dove

variety of quality care .
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
• First aid, care of minor
medical illness, dispensing
non-prescription drugs, health
counseling and information are
only a J ew of the many
services offered at Health
Services.
Health Services is located in
the Gym Building just inside
the West parking lot door. The
office is open Monday through
Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m.
Health Services is staffed by
two full-time registered nurses,
Marion Etten , Director of
Health ·Services and Zelda
Medansky and one part-time .
nurse, Mary Moreau who
joined the Health Sery ice 's
staff this . past February .
Marge Thoma also is employed
in the Office of Health Services
as secretary. These · devoted
women are available to students and staff of Northeast-

ern to administer professional
health care within the limitations of nursing practice.
Anyone wishing to see the
nurse for care or information is ·
requested to complete a s_ign-in
card. It is not necessary to
discuss or explain the reason
for your visit to the secretary.
All tests or treatment are
arranged _by appointment for
the convenience of the client
and efficient use of staff time.
There is no cos£ to the student
for care or services given
through Health Services, however, emergency treatment
requiring hospitalization is
covered under the Student
Health Insurance Policy.
All records are confidential
and cannot be seen or released
to any one without the consent
of the student. All records are
destroyed upon graduation.
Health counseling and infor-

folk music, good
food at CSC
•. r

COffeehouse

by Ann F. Holda

Every first Friday of the
month the Catholic Student
Center, 5450 N. Kimball ,
sponsors a coffeehouse. Since
the coffeehouse re-opened in
February it has featured folk
gu~tarist and singer George
Tafelski, folk guitarist .Doug
Andersen, and singer guitarist,
Tom Malouf.
Unlimited coffee, popcorn,
an occasional brownie, and
good company are available for
the low price of $1. The
candlelit atmosphere and large
wooden spool tables act to
create a relaxing- atmosphere

,..,,

~

April 9

'Passover' . shown for

the last
issue of
,

PRINT
.A

The dramatic, full color film
of the history-making half
hour television program, "The
Passover", will be shown on
Tuesday, April 6 in room
CC216 in the Commuter
Center Student Union Building.
The film, sponsored by Beth
Sar Shalom Fellowship will be
shown four times throughout
the afternoon: l:00-2 :00-3:004:00 p.m.

New nurse aids
HScreW
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Since February, Health Services has been operating with
a newly staffed part-time
nurse.
Mary Moreau, a registered
nurse and graduate student
from Northeastern Illino_is University with a degree in Social
Sciences, returns to University
Health Services after receiving
her degree in nursing from the
College of DuPage. , She completed her field work requiremen ts. at · Central DuPage
. Hospital and Elgin State.
· Registered in the State of
Illinois as both a teacher and a
nurse, Mary is available in the
office of Health Services two

days a week and joins the
present nursing staff headed ·
by Marion Etten, Director of
Health Services.
While residing in DuPage
County, she was active politically and helped organize
co~munity ecology move·
ments. Ms. Moreau also has
experience working under the
United States Department of
Labor for three years as an
instructor of adults . entering
paramedical health fields.
Her minor fields of psychology and Spanish should prove
to be an asset in working with
the students of Northeastern.
Ms. Moreau has two boys,
Stephen, 8 years old, and
Phillip, 4.

Survey ·questions

The following is a sociological survey designed for students at
Northeastern · Illinois · University and asks various questions
pertaining to the various cultural, lecture or quais-lecture or
athletfc events that are offered at the university. Most of the
questions are of the yes/no variety or fill in the blank. The survey
results will be published in the next week's issue of PRINT as a
part of a student research project for a Methods course offered in
the Sociology Department.- Circle your answers and return the
survey questionnaire to the Print office before Tuesday, April 6. ~
1. What is your age? (a) 17-36 (b) 37-55 (c) 55-older
2. What is your sex? Male/Female
3. Your status as a student is : (a) full time (b) part time (c)' .
other
4. How many hours per week do you spend at
Northeastern? _ _ __ _
5. Have you seen a movie here at Northeastern? Yes No
6. Have you attended a concert here? Yes
No
7. Have you seen a dance show at Northeastern? Yes
No
8. Have you heard the choir and band perform? Yes
No
9. Have you attended a University dance? Yes
No
This film, released for the
10. Have you attended a club par ty at UNI? Yes
No
first time anywhere, on Los
11. Have you attended a political lecture here? Yes
No
Angeles television in April
12. Have you attended any lectures during the Student
1970, _presents the Passover
Activities Hour? Yes
No
festival in all its power and
13. Have you· attended a women's basketball game? Yes
No
beauty for the enjoyment and
14. Have you attended a men 's basketball game? Yes
No
inspiration of families of all
15. Have you attended a men's swimming meet? Yes
No
faiths.
• 16. Have you attended a women's gymnastics meet at UNI?
The production is open to
Yes
No
stu dents, faculty, staff and
17. Have you heard a prose or poetry reading here on campus?
administration and the comYes
No
munity · without admission
18. Have you attended a play at Northeastern? Yes ' No
charge.
THANK YOU

for all who attend.
The Center is also open all
day during the week for people
who would just like to sit
around, ta~, or study. You'll
meet alot of nice people over
there who really live up to the
sign over the doorway: "There
are no strangers here, only
friends we have not yet met!"

UNI viewers

IS

-

student involvement

•

•

~

in which one can sit back,
listen, and enjoy.
Featured tcnight, April 2,
will be singer-guitarist, Tim
Mcinerny. It all begins at
8:00, and everyone is welcome!
Other activities over at the
Center include pizza hour
every Thursday at 1 :00, where
tasty, freshly made pizza can
be had for just $.35 a slice.
Every second and fourth
Friday evening of the month is
Cheapo Night. Meals ranging
from a simple hot dog to
elegant barbecued chicken are
prepared, the cost is split
amongst the diners. Afterwards, acti-vities such as
square dancing, and viewing
local plays provide enjoyment

mation are available on abortion , alcoholism, allergies,
birth control, cancer, dental
health, diabetes, drugs, epilepsy, heart disease, hepatitis,
hypertension, immunization,
physical fitness, population
growth, respiratory diseases,
smoking, special diet information, venereal diseases, vision
anq weight control.
Other subjects include accident reporting, physical educa·
tion modification , spe""i:ial
health screening programs ,
communicable diseases, · disabled student assistance, physical examinations for . athletes,
breast examining, crutch and
cane loans, referral to doctors
or clinics, m~rriage license
information and medication
identification.
Health Services also offer a
variety of health care tests:
blood pressure, blood sugar,
blood tests, eye examinations
for acuity, gonorrhea culture,
-hearing tests, lung capacity,
mononeuceolsis, pregnancy, rubella, syphillis, urinalysis,
T.B. skin tests, and throat
cultures.
Acne skin care, h~t lamp,
hot and cold packs, massage,
suture removal, and wound
dressing treatment are also
some of the services provided
to students.
Marion Etten, Director of
Health Services explained th.at
Health Services is open and
available to the students and
it is to the student's advantage that they . utilize the
facilities available to them
:without charge.

Tranquility.
Thoughts of Serenity . . .
Of peace & beauty.
Wonder fill,s the air,
Time to rest, not to care.
To enjoy life as it really is.
Look around and you'll see . . .
·how beautiful it is to be free.
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classilieds
'
'l
Need help? Looking for an to pay my debts but only when
apartment or a roommate? Pet · don't expect it . . The Phantom
for sale? If you're trying to sell Knows! Love and best wishes to
something or if you are in the the other Phantom and Patti, keep
market to buy, or. perhaps you stroking.
. HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA,
s imply "'.ant to send a personal
THE FIRST PHANTOM
greeting to that special someP .S . Lots of -luck to the
one, jot it down . Classifieds
N ortheasterri Dance Ensemble
are free to all UNI affiliates.
Tour Group. You'll knock'em dead
there in Pa. if you only dance half
Deadline for submitting materas well as you do here.
ial is Tuesday at 12:00 for the
following · Friday issue. Late
copy will be held over for the DEAR PA'ITI,
· I must say I'm a little
following issue. Copy should
· be typed or clearly printed on disappoint.ed .in not· hearing from
you last week, I 'm sure you must
. a sheet of 8" by 10" paper.
have been very busy.
Classifieds may be deposited
Are you getting tired of my
in the envelope on the PRINT personals! If so, I will stop. I
office door. [E-214). All sub- would reveal my identity to you,
mitted classifieds will remain but I'm afraid you would be very
confidential.
. disappoint.ed.
. Signed,
THE PHANTOM

Penoaals

PHANTOM,
Finals are almost here and the
term is ending. Will you forget me
C>Ver the break? I know that I'll
remain curious about your identity
always. Maybe the spring term
will prove more fruitful, Keep
Happy.
As always,
Patti
STEVE McQUEEN,
Hope to see you at the Second
annual. Maybe hard for me to ·
control myself; I'd hate to react to
your body like CJ r.e acts to
Tom's. Didn't you miss reading
PRINT's usual April 1 issue? Me

TO THE FIRST PHANTOM,
So sorry for the nasty personal I
wrote to you a
weeks back.
Having met you, I now see that it
was completely unwarrant.ed. I
believe we should consider a
peaceful so-existance.
Signed,
THE PHANTOM

few

TO ALL CONCERNED :
The Second Annual Pomonight
will be postpqned ·until April 10,
1976. P .
JIMMY:
Sorry about Saturday but am
glad we could come up with
alternate plans . . . must be apricot
I smell. P.

too.

· 90 degree incisors

RONNIE,
You're doing a great JOBI
Kinda of miss Charlie Brown
though . ..
I love you, Beautiful. Fart Blossom
If you missed Thursday's Cosmo
meeting you 're still in luck.
Contact Denver Fox at ext. 652 to
find an alternative t.Q the traditional elementary education sequence.

To,
Joe; Doug, Tom, Debbie, Sue,
Nancy, Barb, Brian, Anita,
Cheryl, Karen, Paula, Mona, Jim,
Steve, Don, Heati, Eva, Harold,
Diana, Bob, Mary, Paul, Rick,
Mark, Ms; Rogers, John, Cindy,
Diane, Jeff, Dan, Kevin, · Sheri,
Dave, and anyone else to whom I
have come in contact at UNJ this
year. Thank-you! Despite rumors
that are now circulating throughout the South, there are some nice
people in the windy city, you're all
living proof of it. I hope that each
of you stays as friendly in the
future as you are now. Kentucky
has no corner . on the market of
hospitality, some of it is here with
you . I f you come through
Louisville this summer you are
invited to my house. I hope y"all
have a nice summer, and I'll be
lookin' forward to September. God
Bless,
. Your Kentucli:y Hie.
TO THE VETERANS CLUB,
Welcome back Dave, Mike, Liz,
Deana. and Carol Jean. Happy
Birthday to Rosie, Love to L.F.S.
Wanna help press my sheets?
Libby you look lovely with your
haircut. F inally, to Nancy of
Sweets hop fa.me, wat ch your
rump! I still owe you and Ann
Barzel one . touch a piece. I in't end

JIM,
STEVE
McQUEEN,
PHANTOM, AND SECRET
ADMIRER :
Thank you for the flowers. You
made my day.
Patti W.
Wine tasting is a gas (CO-2,
mainly); come to the Caberet!
TO JEFF OF THE FACULTY
SENATE:
Why didn't you answer! I am
still interest.ed, are you? If you
know who this is, come forward at
once! From,
Sexy, dark-haired girl close by
DEAR FIRST PHANTOM,
Thank you for your · compliments on the dance shows. They
are greatly appreciat.ed. It's nice
to know someone cares.
With love from the gang at All3
especially the Little Flamenco
Stomper.
P.S. Happy Birthday from me to
Rosie. -L.F.S.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r

COOKIE,
This time we almost made the
pieces fit, didn't we girl: This time
we almost made some sense of it,
didn't we girl; This time I had the
answer right here in my hand, and
I touched it, and it had turned to
sand; This time we almost sang
our song in tune, didn't we girl;
This time we almost made that
long, long climb, Didn't we almost
make it, this time?

JOE
TO THE BEST TABLE IN THE
UNICORN:
Anne, Carol , Cheryl. J;)ebbie;
Diane, Donna , Henry, Jackie,
Karen, Nina, Steve.
From?
TO THOSE WHO THINK it's so
damn funny to ruin a certain

blonde girl's reputation by embarrassing her every Friday afternoon
with your phoney classifieds:
GROW UPI
MONA,
Thanks for being there when ·1
really need 'someone to lean on. If
you ever need someone to tell your
problems to, just come running.
I'll be there.
Thanks again,
Sue
P.S. Good -luck with everything
especially "you know who."
DEAR TIM,
How come everyone knows
about the cubs (especially Joey)? I
didn't tell anyone.
· The cubs areryours now. So take
of them. You have'. em til the
tenth of October
Love,
Their mother

care

TO THE IVORY BRASS (you
should know your names by now) :
Good luck (again)'.
·
love,
Terry
P.S, Someone please polka with
Cheryl..
TO THE GREY GHOST,
The alleged p hantoms had
nothing to do with being a better
sports editor. I did,. And you can
sign me,
The better sports editor
P.S. And I'd be better than the
three of you •put together.
STEVE,
Take good care of your curling
iron.
Guess who
TO ALL THE SCJ 's AT
NORTHEASTERN:
Thanks for making life in the
Unicom a little more exciting.
Have a great summer and keep in
touch.
Love & Kisses
Sue and Mona
JOE ,
Thanks a lot for everything.
You're swell.person and I'll always
remember you. Good luck next
year.
Mona
BOS,
.
Thanks for the support. We will
always remember "Berts Brass
Handles." And when we die, we'll
come to you for a coffin.
The support.ed ones.
DEAR LISTENER:
I'm glad we finally got our
feelings out in the open. I don't
know about you, but I really
needed that talk. It showed me
how bad things can get when you
assume things . I hope your
feelings towards me, haven ' t
changed. Mine are still the same. I
think our relationship is a little
stronger becaue I learned a little
more about you. Take care of
yourself and talk to you again.
Love,
ME
~.S. I hope I wasn't a bother to
you. I know . you have a lot of
things on your mind.
MS. POCHANTUS,
Please refrain your mouth in
Pop Culture, there are people who
wish to listen to what is being
said.
Signed,
T~e 3 Musketf)E!rs'

---------------

TO THE CUTIE IN THE CHEM
OF THE UNIVERSE:
There are a few who are just as

bored. I'm not the girl I once was,
but twice the girl I will be, · if you
have time, look around cause there
are three.
Signed,
C, I, &L

---- - - - ------.

'

BLOOD DONERS:
Health services has your
Wallet 1.0. Cards with type and
R.H. Drop by and pick up your
o~.
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FOR SALE: 1966 Comet 2 d~r
Coupe. New Battery, P.S. S225.00
or make an offer. 545-7666
FOR SALE: 1968 ·Chevy Belair
Station Wagon, Fully carpet.ed,
A.T.: P.S. Good running condi. tion, perfect for cross country
trips. S450. Call 827-3642 and ask
for Rick.

---------- .---

FOR SALE: . Goya Rangemaster .
solid body electric guitar • .with
Sharon,
hardshell case. Cherry red . sunMend . your ways
the b~t. with split pick-ups. Very
apocalypse is at hand. Not that it . good condition. Sl50. Call Randy
matters much these days - I'm in 736-3993
heaven just thinking about you.
Stay naughty.'
·
FOR SALE : Porsche 914 Exec.
Steve cond. bright orange with black
decals . .New paint job. 35 MPG.
· Michelin tires, Railey -~ heel . covDear Code 15450:
Ahab! 'So you have discovered ers, Coney shocks, AM-FM, Fog
my identity! Please, it is extreme- lights. S2500 or offer. ·call Linda
ly important that you do not 358-3899 or 884-8619 (evenings)
reveal this secret to ANYONE I If
, you , do my mission at UNI FOR S.ALE: 1955 Chevy 350
specifically CSC would be termin- engine, 4 speed burst $1500 or best
ated. Who knows what might offer 774-2054
happen to myself and Bruno.
Perhaps we could make a deal to FOR SALE·; A. CrownGas Range,
settle this matter. · I will be side by side double · oven with
traveling incognito April 2, 1976 broilers, additional fifth burner/
and hope to see you.
grill. Clean, excellent condition.
Signed, About 6-7 years old. S75 Call
Secret Agent Butterfly 478-6216

------...,..--------

---------------

Pete:
Still waiting of message. Rememer
the magic code-CLAS. 118. Come
over foot . Ready. Immediate·
requested. Dire necessity.
Please provide for.
\
Joe

For Sale - ' Dishwasher, Sears,
Bronze, 4 speed, like new, Sll0 or
best offer 267-6344.

response

FOUND : A Parker . Pen with
Calender in the Library on March
19. Owner please contact Library
staff for the Pen. Thanks
Hussain, ·M.
ANN SMITH Wtly can't you appreciate
genuine concern for your being
overworked? Thv.t 's th'3 only
reason we offered this "student
aide." GOSH!! We hate to have
"it" part from us.
The Generous TwQ
P.S. It's nice to see you read the
PRINT!
.

wa-.ted
WANTED: Mechanic for •possible
overhaul for Corvair, must be
experienced - call before 3:3; pm,
412=a1si ··

- . -------------

WANTED: G~ . home for ..12
week old playful puppy. Male Black and white ..: Mixed breed.
cont.act Barbara at 465-5036. .
SEEKING FEMALE ROOM ,
MA TE for sunny .. apartment,
Central Park and Lawrence.
.P lants, natural foods, friendly
atmosphere, close' to school and
Ravenswood "L" $78.00 mQnthly
plus half electric and phone. Marie

THE
PRINT
IS
BEING
478-1924
FLOODED WITH PERSONALS!
CLASSIFIEDS WILL BE. LIM-: Female Roommate, nonsmoker, no
ITED TO ONE PRINTED
pets, to share 1st fir. of house,
. PAGE. CLASSIFIEDS WILL BE ' yard w/garden, plants, with older
PRINTED ON A FIRST COME
student, vegetarian, meditator,
FIRST SERVE BASIS . ANY
feminist. Near Mont. & West. $110
PERSONALS SUBMITTED
per month, incl. util 267-6344
AFTER THE TUESDAY NOON
DEADLINE WILL J3E HELD
OVER TO THE FOLLOWING
ISSUE . ALSO, TYPED CLAS-: Faculty member wishes to sublet
SIFIEDS HAVE PRECEDENCE
his one bedroom apartment for
OVER SCRIBBLED NOTES ON
May-August located at 5325 N. _
SCRAP PAPER. ANY HAND- Kimball. Sl 75 a month. Call X578
WRITTEN PERSONALS THAT
or call 583-9566.
ARE ILLEGIBLE WILL BE
DISCARDED. LIMIT VERBIAGE .

••••

FOR SALE: Antique Buffet, $50,
must sell. Call 588-8227

---------------

Free dog to a good home. Must
give her a,way because I'm
moving, Medium size, 2 yrs old.
For more information call John
evenings at 342-5726 or 384-3023.

"GET YOUR CAN IN GEAR"
If you can - .give

a can of food,

the need is

grea t!
AprH 5, 6, 7. Please donate a can of food at the
Vllfage Square and oppotlte the North Dining Hall

. 8:30-3:30
Benefits the Common Pantry, 850 W. Oickens which gives food to
thoss :,eople that have an emergency food problem . Please help!

•
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sports
Dr. Hostetler speaks at
Milwaukee conference

Women's softball
get$ ready
by John Stepal
'~,. If you've been iD' the gym

du~µg afternoons the past few
weeks, you've probably noticed a '\:mnch of girls wearing
. gloves ~nd playing catch with
12-inch softballs. This, of
course, is the,~omen's softball
team, and, witJ:i, only six girls
returning from ''l!lst year's 9-2
team, Coach Bet.ty Meyer
could have a tough job ahead:
However, she has thtr.t y girls
to choose from to replace the
infield she lost, and so far she
has been impressed with what
she has seen.
Coach Meyer feels that the
8i!ls' biggest problem will be

adjusting to softball rules.
Some of these are: no leadoff,
·no short center; a seven-inning .
game, and underhand fast
pitching. Ms Meyer , also
thinks this could be a crucial
year for women's softball, as it
could be the first year that an
actual conference will occur.
The team plays its home
games at River Park, which is
located on Foster and Francisco, just west of California.
Their first game takes place on
April 12 against Chicago State
at 4:00. Don't miss it, because
how often do you get a chance
to see women in action?

way It
by John Stepal
"Winning isn't everything:
it's the ONLY thing.
The above statement was
made by Vince Lombardi,
possibly the most successful
football coach of all time. It
has become the prototype of
all winning coaches. And yet,
the extent to which some of
them are using it is ruining
college athletics.
_
The topic here is iHega!
recruitme_n t, and it occurs in
many ways, from high school
athletes receiving money irt
exchange for their enrollment,
to colleges that were caught
persuading athletes to sign
letters of intent at an earlier
@te than is allowed. . Every
few weeks you can find a story
about it in your daily paper.
Oklahoma, who two years ago
was the best college football
~m in the nation, was unable
to be crowned national champ
because it was on probation at
the time by the NCAA for
illegal recruitment. Long
Beach St., SMU, and Califom. ia are just a few of the other
schools that have been put on
probation in the past for the
same reason. But these are
just the colleges that were
caught in the act. Anybody
would be an idiot to think that

I;,

no other schools are guilty of
this.
The blame cannot rest
entirely ·upon coaches and
athletic directors. The pressure
ori these coaches to recruit top
athletes is tremendous. Just a
few days ago Gus Genakas,
basketball coach at Miehigan
St. , was fired because he
wasn't able to recruit enough
talent to please the university.
Coaches, therefore, are often
stuck in the middle. If they
want to keep their position,
they must recruit the best
athletes they can find, but if
they can't do this legally, they _
will often bend the rules a bit.
The demand placed on
winning is higher than it has
ever been. The pride that has
accompanied winning teams
has diminished, while othet:
commercial things, like gate
attendance and TV, now have
tremendous influence on athletics because of the money
factor.
Remember the old saying,
"It's not whether you win or
lose, but how you play the
game?" I think a more
appropriate comment might
be, "How you play the game
often deter:mines whether you
win or lose.;, It's unfortunate,
'but that's the way it is. ·

by Larry Brittan
Basically, institutional valStarting today and running
ues in sports safety deals with
through April 7, several Northfactors that are external in
eastern coaches, · administrascope. For example, material
tors , and teachers will be
things like the quality • of
attending the American Alli7
playing fields, good equipment
ance for Health, Physical
and crowd control for a safer
Education and Recreation in
environment. In addition
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
would be the extent a coach or
The Physical Education de- . school would put pressure on a
partment will be represented
player to win.
by Athletic Director Salario,
In Dr. Hostetler 's area
Mr. Mueller, Dr. Waechter,
however, individual orientation
Betty Meyer, Ron Faloona,
is important. An important
Marjie Jennings, Betty Guzik,
question here is what factors Tony Schmipf and Dan Greely.
in one's psyche are at play
Northeastern's own Dr.
when competing athletically.
Frank Hostetler will be one of Frank is concerned with the
the many speakers at the elements of training of athletes
convention. He specializes in and the development of their
Health Education and he will skills, and that drive to excell.
· be discussing personal values He notes that those who posin sport safety. He will be !,ess fine skills and this type
joined by Dr. Everette C.
of determination, also have a
Markham of West Virginia greater concern for safety.
University who will talk on a
They are more likely to take
similar topic - institutional chances, secured by the assurvalues in sports safety.
ance that their skills will see
them through the event. Thus,
In an interview with Dr. ~heir confidence is the basis for
Hostetler earlier this week, I the taking of risks and it
learned of his views concerning generates the excitement to
personal athletic safety and excel.
values toward winning. He
Frank is concerned with the
first eluded to some facts psychology ·of sports and he ·
about Dr . .Markham's plat- states that "it's the risk factor
form.
in sports that makes it

exciting and worthwhile. If
you know you 're going to win
or lose however, it won't be
exciting. "
Most accomplished athletes
know that they won't get hurt
and Dr. Hostetler goes on to
say that "fear quite often is ·
the cause of injury - a fear
usually coming from the
unknown."
He believes that a "mind
set' or the internalized belief to
· do something after conscious
effort can be employed fo.
crease risk taking while diminishing the possibility of an
injury.
He wants to help athletes
become more skillful and
enhance their safety values
along the lines of individual
effort. He emphasizes personal
values of competition based on
the individual's earlier physical education training, plus the
emotional make up of a person
and how all this influences his
effort as an athlete.
Finally, he wishes for us to
know that his own philosophy,
built upon his experience as a
high school basketball coach is
that athletes should "give
their best, but at the same
time you don't want them to
become injured:"

-"

PAN

[SPECIAL

M01W. ■ ry11Mnr, Chlcap,IN.1!111'

for Snacks & Fun
• A Unique Blend •
o/01,dandNew

l

DAILY 11-12
"Pan ·'s Lunch"

* SPECI-ALS-* ,.•
with Sandwich orders

: Ham & Cheese
on Rye with all
the 'frimmings
-Choice of Beer,
• Soda, or Goffee

-On Monday, Wedl}esdey, Friday

trom 5-7 p.m.
1

All the beer you can drink for .

.25 A Glass
On Tuesdays - Girl's Lib Day
from 5-11 p.m. Ladies Only
All the wine you can drl.nk for

••
•••

.25 A Glass
Thursday Entertainment - from 7:30
Featuring
Charcoal Broiled Sandwiches, lngelnook
_Wines, Baas Ale, Premium Tuborg Beer
& Black Label on Tap

Open: Mon.thru Thurs.11-11

Frl.11- 2 ,

•• ·

·s1.oo

SELF SERVICE
ONLY
..•

,

•
••

'

